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Healthy Sleeping Positions

Do you sleep on your stomach?

What's your sleep position?
You may have a favourite sleeping position, or you may change it up now and

then.  If you become pregnant, or have certain health problems, the way you

sleep can sometimes change.  Getting your sleeping posture right can make a

big di�erence in the way you heal while you're sleeping and they way you feel

when you wake up.  Sleeping in a stressful position can cause or aggravate

neck, back, hip, knee and shoulder pain.  It may also obstruct the airways to

your lungs, leading to problems like obstructive sleep apnea.  Some research

even suggests that the wrong sleeping position may cause toxins to �lter out

of your brain more slowly.  Keep reading to learn how the way you sleep could

be impacting your health in several ways.

Approximately 16% of people sleep on their stomach.  This is called the prone

position.  It may help ease snoring by shifting �eshy obstructions from your

airway.  But sleeping in this position may aggravate other tissues, ligaments,

tendons, joints and nerves.  Your neck and spine are in a very unhealthy

position  when you sleep on your stomach.  This causes twisting of the discs

and joints in your neck and back.  This position also allows your mid-section

to sag into the mattress, potentially causing overextension of your lower

back.  Stomach sleeping can put pressure on nerves and cause numbness,

tingling, and nerve pain as well.  It's best to choose another sleep position if

you are a stomach sleeper.  If you can't break the habit, prop your forehead

up on a pillow so your head and spine remain in a neutral position and you

have room to breathe.
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Are you a back sleeper?
Back-sleeping has its advantages and disadvantages, too.  This is called the supine

position.  Some people who sleep on their backs may experience low back pain.

 The best remedy, is to use a pillow under your knees.  This takes pressure o� your

knee joints, as well as relieves joint pressure in your lower back and pelvis.  If you

su�er from snoring or sleep apnea, sleeping on your back may aggravate these

conditions as well.  Women should avoid this position during late pregnancy.

 There are health bene�ts to sleeping on your back, too.  Your head, neck, and spine

are in a neutral position so you're less likely to experience neck pain.  Having a

curved, �tted neck pillow is essential to keeping the normal neck curvature (called

lordosis) supported.  This is very important for short and long term neck mobility.
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How about on your side?
The side sleeping position is the most popular by far.  The side sleeping

position is the most popular by far.  It's also known as lateral sleeping

position.  This position may be good for those who snore.  Proper neck

support is also critical here so your spine can stay properly aligned.  It's also

helpful to use a knee pillow as it limits lower back and hip rotation that can

cause pressure and pain.  It's possible that sleeping on your side could be

good for your brain. Scientists recently learned that our brains clear out

waste more quickly while we sleep.  Whether or not the position you sleep in

in�uences this waste removal is unclear.  But one study performed on rats

suggests side-sleeping might clear brain waste more e�ciently than other

postures.
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Click on the video below to watch Dr. Neil describe the best sleep
positions

https://youtu.be/n_2nOKzTl6g
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If you have any questions about how to sleep well, 

 please contact us. 
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